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Professional fire brigades need the highest performing layflat fire hose. CENTURION 
has been approved for use by the NSW Fire Brigade and the CFA, as well as the ADF 
(Australian Defence Force). For extreme fire fighting conditions, a high pressure (Class H) 
fire hose is absolutely essential. With CENTURION hose fighting on your side, you have 
total peace of mind. 

The CENTURION layflat fire hose has been constructed with the demands of professional 
fire fighting units in mind. The internal tightly woven polyester jacket makes this hose 
suitable for high pressure pumping applications, combined with protection against 
abrasion and exposure to the elements. 

Usually this hose is supplied in 30m lengths but longer lengths can be made up to 
200m. This twill-woven fire hose is made from polyester with a synthetic rubber lining 
and requires no drying after use. 

CENTURION hose is manufactured in Australia to AS2792-1992 and carries an approval 
of the Australian Army DEF 5195A 1992 standard.

SABRE is Crusader Hose’s premium percolating fire hose. This is a layflat percolating 
fire hose which allows precision engineered seepage of water under pressure through 
the hose fabric jacket. This percolating feature forms a water barrier on the hose 
jacket which protects the hose against the effects of heat and glowing embers. 

Sabre fire hose can be manufactured from 25mm to 102mm diameter.

Its lightweight yet sturdy construction enables fire fighters to take this hose into 
dense bushfires, transporting the hose in backpacks. The hose is fully synthetic thus 
making it mildew resistant. As a result this hose is maintenance free so no drying is 
required after use. 

Depending on the types of fires, you can choose from 3 grades of percolation - low, 
medium and high.  

The SABRE Hose has the Australian Standard AS2792-1992.
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Features

4	 Mildew resistant 

4	 Maintenance free 

4	 Ready for mounting    

4	 Can be stored wet

4	 Versatile 

4	 Other fittings available

4	 Working pressure 1500kPa

4	 Class M

Features

4	 Reliability  

4	 High burst pressure 5250kPa

4	 Working pressure 2100kPa

4	 Mildew resistant   

4	 Many fittings available

4	 Light and quick to deploy 

4	 Easy storage

4	 Can be stored wet

4	 Class H

4	 Australian Standard AS2792


